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Pradhan
Appointed
Incharge of
Assam BJP
GUWAHATI:

Taking a poll
position, BJP
has appointed union minister of
state for petroleum and
natural gas Dharmendra Pradhan as the minister in charge of Assam. Pradhan is
expected to bring
greater synergy in the
party. BJP president
Amit Shah has made
this move to enhance
co-operation between
different party wings of
the party and Central
government policies.

Gangrape Documentary: High Court to
Hear PIL to Lift Ban Today

No Rape But Consensual Sex:
Nagaland Govt Tells Home Ministry

NEW DELHI: Delhi High Court on Wednesday fixed for
tomorrow the hearing on a PIL seeking lifting of the ban
on the telecast of a controversial BBC documentary featuring an interview of one of the four convicts in the December 16 gangrape case. A bench of justices BD Ahmed and Sanjeev
Sachdeva, which was scheduled to hear today the plea seeking direction to declare the act of banning the documentary by the government and police as “illegal”, listed it for tomorrow.

Jal Nigam Role
for Clean Ganga
Questioned
KOLKATA:

American researcher Kelly D Ally,
known for her work on
wastewater management, lauded PM’s
“Clean Ganga” campaign on Wednesday
but warned against ineffective implementation agencies such as
the Jal Nigam.

NEW DELHI: Nagaland government has conveyed to
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IT’S GENUINE: BJP leader Kiran Bedi at Harvard on Tuesday

the Centre that Syed Sarif Khan, who was lynched
by a mob in Dimapur last week, did not rape the
girl who accused him of assaulting her but they
had consensual sex twice. In a report to the Home Ministry,
the state government said Khan had given a statement to police after his arrest on February 24 that he had paid `5,000 to
the alleged rape victim after they had sex twice.

CLEAR STAND Apex court bar deserts the bench, throws its weight behind the National Judicial Appointments Commission

Govt Urges SC Not to Stay NJAC Act
Samanwaya.Rautray@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The government on
Wednesday urged the Supreme Court
not to issue an injunction on the twin
Acts that seek to create the National
Judicial Appointments Commission,
meant to replace the two-decade-old
collegium system of appointing judges to the superior courts.
Attorney General Mukul Rohtagi
told the court that the two legislations—Constitutional Amendment
A c t a n d N a t i o n a l Ju d i c i a l
Appointments Commission (NJAC)
Act—which were passed last year,
were still “dormant” and would only
come “alive” when they are notified. A
notification sets the date from which
an Act is to take effect.
“There is a presumption of constitutionality to the laws,” Rohatgi told a
bench of justices Anil R Dave, Jasti
Chelameswar and Madan B Lokur.
“The crucial date is when it is going to
come into force. The laws will stay dormant and come alive only when they
are notified,” the attorney general
said in a bid to pre-empt any court stay
on the process.

A court stay will bring the process
of framing the rules and regulations for the two Acts and laying
of the basic framework such as
a secretariat and staff to a
grinding halt.
Those against the NJAC
argue that it will give the
executive undue influence over the selection of
judges. The SC hearing on
petitions challenging the
two Acts is likely to determine the nature of
the ties between the
executive and the judiciary as also the concept of judicial independence.
Rohatgi tried to
hard-sell the NJAC,
describing it as a better way of appointing judges while
ensuring independence of the judiciary, quoting liberally from the speeches of B R Ambedkar, chairman of the
drafting committee of the constitution, to back his argument that the
constitution-makers never envisaged
a situation in which judges would take
over the appointment of judges.

To Stay or Not to Stay
A court stay will bring the process of framing the rules and regulations for
the two Acts— Constitutional Amendment Act and National Judicial Appointments Commission (NJAC) Act—to a grinding halt

The laying of the
basic framework,
such as a secretariat
and staff, will also
be affected

Before posting the matter
for next Tuesday, the court
asked all high courts to
desist from entertaining
petitions on the NJAC

The SC hearing on PILs
against the two Acts
to determine the
nature of the ties
between the executive
and the judiciary

IT WILL ALSO LOOK
INTO THE CONCEPT OF JUDICIAL
INDEPENDENCE
ENSHRINED IN THE
CONSTITUTION

Ambedkar thought the middle path
was to have the executive appoint
them in consultation with the judiciary. The constitution-makers never
intended to consider seniority as a factor in appointments, but it has become
the practice, the AG said.
“There could be several routes to judicial independence,” he said. “The

first route held away from 1950 to 1993,
the next route—the collegium system,
comprising the CJI and four seniormost judges—prevailed in the next
few decades. Now, the government has
come up with a third route. There will
be three judges in a panel of six. Their
primacy is maintained. Only the panel will have a broader mix.”

The Constitutional Amendment Act and
NJAC Act are
still “dormant”
and would only
come “alive”
when they
are notiﬁed.
Attorney General
Mukul Rohtagi

“Why should we assume that the collegium system is the only way in which
judicial independence can be secured?
There can now be another healthier
route in which the judiciary has a
role,” he said. Rohatgi said there was
no reason to believe that “one aberration that took place from 1950 till date,
will take place again today or will hap-

pen every day”. The AG was trying to
dispel fears that had prompted the
court to take upon itself the task of appointing judges after events following
the imposition of Emergency in 1975,
when ministers in the then Indira
Gandhi-led cabinet openly spoke of the
need for the government to have committed judges to clear its economic
agenda. The ministers were angry
with the court decisions on the privy
purses and bank nationalisation.
On Wednesday, the government received a morale booster of sorts when
the SC Bar Association backed its proposal to create the NJAC.
In what surprised many lawyers, the
SCBA deserted the bench, throwing
its might behind the government’s
move to replace the collegium system.
Bar president Dushyant Dave also
backed the government stand that
there was no need for the court to intervene now as the two laws were
“stillborn”.“The laws have not come
into force. The petitions (challenging
them) are premature,” Dave said.
Before posting the matter for next
Tuesday, the SC asked all HCs to desist from entertaining petitions on
the NJAC.

SC Upholds Life for 6 in Manjunath Case
We do not find any merit in these appeals (from convicts) requiring our interference: SC
Samanwaya.Rautray@timesgroup.com

‘DO SOCIAL WORK’

Share your
‘Anubhav’, PM
tells Retiring
Officials
LOCAL TOUCH: RLD lead-

er Jayant Chaudhary
addressing lawyers
from West UP, demanding a bench in Meerut.

Kick Out Pak
Envoy, Arrest
Sayeed: Sena
MUMBAI:

The Shiv
Sena on
Wednesday
demanded the arrest
of J&K Chief Minister
Mufti Mohammed Sayeed, terming him as
the “godfather” of separatists, and kicking
out the Pakistani envoy for talking with
separatist elements.
“The separatist elements in Kashmir have
now got a “godfather”
in Sayeed and they
have become stronger,” the Sena said.

AMAN.SHARMA@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Retiring government employees will now have another task
while submitting their pension forms –
to log online and record their ‘Anubhav
(experience)’ in the form of a 5,000-word
note on their outstanding achievements
in what would have been a long innings
in the service.
While the task is voluntary, and retiring employees can also opt for some social work after hangTECH HELP
ing their boots, not
Staffers can log many would like to
miss out on it, espeinto Anubhav
cially since Prime
portal and key
in a 5,000-word Minister Narendra
Modi is himself
note on what
monitoring the
they believe
‘Anubhav’ initiative,
was their
which seems to be
“outstanding
his brainchild.
work”
“The instructions
may be circulated appropriately among
all employees of the ministries and attached or subordinate offices and given
wide publicity to encourage participation in ‘Anubhav’ as this project is being
monitored at the highest levels,” the
D e p a r t m e n t o f Pe n s i o n s a n d
Pensioners’ Welfare wrote to all ministries on March 5, marking a copy to the
Prime Minister’s Office. The charge of
the department is with the Prime
Minister.

New Delhi: Almost a decade after
Manjunath Shanmugam, a young
Indian Oil Corporation official, was
shot dead in Uttar Pradesh for
cracking down on petrol pilferage
and adulteration at a retail outlet,
the Supreme Court on Wednesday
handed life terms to six people accused of killing him.
A top court bench, comprising
Justices SJ Mukhopadhaya and
NV Ramana, dismissed the ap-

peals of the accused. The high
court had dismissed their pleas on
February 11, 2009.
Shanmugam, an Indian Institute of
Management graduate, was only 27
when he was killed in November
2005. The prosecution claimed the
owner of the petrol pump, whose licence Shanmugam had threatened to
cancel, and five associates killed the
IOC official.
His death created a public furore,
with his parents and IIM alumni protesting and demanding justice. The
state also urged exemplary punish-

ment for the accused, saying he was
targeted for honestly carrying out his
duties and his death would deter others from working in the state.
Shanmugam
worked as a sales ofManjunath
ficer with IOC at
was gunned
Gola in Lakhimpur
down on Nov
Khera district. He
19, 2005, after found irregularihe threatened ties in the working
to cancel the
of the petrol pump
petrol pump’s a n d s u s p e n d e d
license for
sales and supplies
spurious fuel
to the outlet, which

were later restored on payment of a
fine of 75,000. Soon after another inspection, a police patrol stumbled
upon the accused with his bullet-ridden body. The accused said they were
taking the body to be disposed of at
some other place.
The trial court convicted the owner
of the petrol pump, the main accused,
to death and handed life terms to
seven others. On appeal, the High
Court reduced the death sentence to
life for the main accused and dismissed the pleas of the others. The
HC, however, acquitted two others.

12 cr Membership Target: BJP
Sends SMSes to Woo Critics Too

Prayers Answered

KHOBRAGADE CASE

Govt Wants
All Charges
Dropped

Party plans membership for critics, year-long training session for new members
Rajesh.Ramachandran@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: First technology and
then ideology seems to be BJP’s
motto. As part of its membership
drive, BJP is reaching out to millions of mobile telephone subscribers to create a world record of 12
crore members. These members
will not be RSS shakha-trained nor
necessarily believe in the Sangh
tenets. The party is sending SMSes
to even people who have been lifelong critics of BJP.
In April all new party workers will
undergo a year-long training programme, according to sources. That
is when all new workers will be
taught the history and ideology of
BJP. Now, the massive drive is targeting even those who never applied for
a membership. Recently, Jyotirmaya
Sharma, a fierce Hindutva critic and

professor of political science at
Central University, Hyderabad, received an SMS offering BJP’s primary membership number
(1063351574). It further asked
Sharma to send an SMS with his
name, address, pin-code, email and
voter ID “to complete the process.”
He got a follow up
phone call too. A
Training sesnew member is
sions to be
supposed to reheld at 11,000 ceive the SMS only
mandals (or
after he or she had
blocks) across dialed a toll-free
the country
number. Sharma
obviously had not
made that mandatory “missed call”.
“There might be some softwarerelated issue,” said party vice president Vinay Sahasrabuddhe. Party’s
central leaders involved in the
membership drive insist that these
are mere technical hitches and not

All Invited: Shah

deliberate ploys to woo members.
They insist that soon there will be
training sessions across the country
to shape the next generation of BJP
workers. General secretary
Muralidhar Rao is in charge of the
year-long training programme and
party’s intellectuals and leaders
Vinay Sahasrabuddhe, Dr Mahesh
Shar ma, R Balashankar, L
Ganeshan, V Satheesh and Alok
Kumar are some of the trainers who
are expected to hold training sessions for new workers at 11,000 mandals (or blocks) across the country.
“Then there will be district, state
and national level training camps
for new workers, which will see the
emergence of 12 crore ordinary
members and 22 lakh trained party
workers or volunteers. From this
pool of workers, some 300 would be
selected for a national level camp,”
explained one of the trainers.

Our Political Bureau

New Delhi: India is making every
attempt to ensure that the US drops
all charges against IFS officer
Devyani Khobragade, whose arrest
in New York two years ago had led to
a diplomatic standoff between the
two nations.
“India and the US have initiated an
official dialogue to comprehensively
address all aspects
related to the case
a g a i n s t
Khobragade and all
issues arising from
differing perspectives on diplomatic
privileges and immunities. Our government is making all attempts so that
all charges levelled against her are
dropped,” External Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj said.
Last December Devyani was placed
her under “compulsory waiting” for
indiscipline.

‘Me Tarzan, You All Janes’: The Alpha Indian Roars Again

CHAITANYA KALBAG

Modi’s victory last
year was not just a
political upheaval. It
was a societal
earthquake that
triggered a tsunami of
Indian-ness. That tidal
wave of self-belief is
still rolling through our
land. It is supposed to
be lifting all our boats.
Sometimes it
sinks some

over the Kashmir alliance.
In an odd way the Jammu and
Kashmir chief minister’s duplicity
was a counterpoint to Modi’s Janusfaced strategy of political expediency, principles be damned. On land acquisition, just 18 months after the
BJP supported the Congress government’s bill, it is now trying to undo
key parts that relate to consent, compensation and social impact assessment. Opposition parties have united against Modi’s amendments in
parliament’s upper house, labelling
them blatantly pro-big business and
anti-farmer. And despite Modi’s secular protestations, the BJP’s
Hindutva brethren continue to
spout venom. The Vishwa Hindu
Parishad’s Praveen Togadia, who
had ostensibly fallen out with Modi
during his Gujarat days, was allowed
to enter and speak in Jammu, where
he had been banned in the past. The
Hindu Mahasabha has said it will
press on with its ghar wapsi re-conversion campaign.
The BJP may have grumblers in its
ranks, particularly in Jammu &
Kashmir, but at least it is not self-destructing like the strange party that
rules the Delhi city-state. Indeed,
AAP is now unquestionably Arvind
Above Party. Three weeks after taking power on the crest of a huge
landslide, Kejriwal is sulking at a
naturopathy clinic in Bangalore
while his acolytes tell tales of his
tearful response to dissent and pile

up more dirty linen.
It is politics by stealth, sting and
star chamber, that extra-constitutional invention of medieval English
kings. It is tragic, even if it is comic.
‘Comic’ reminded me of Tarzan,
Lord of the Apes, who would have
yelled ‘Kreegah! Bundolo! White
man come with hurt stick!’ if he was
debating the ban on the BBC docu-

STRANGE PARTY

Indeed, AAP is now
unquestionably Arvind
Above Party.

mentary India’s Daughter with us.
Let me connect the dots. Narendra
Modi’s victory last year was not just
a political upheaval. It was a societal
earthquake that triggered a tsunami
of Indian-ness. That tidal wave of
self-belief is still rolling through our
land. It is supposed to be lifting all
our boats. Sometimes it sinks some.
One outcome of this new self-consciousness is a tendency to assign
national outrage to every cause, the
feeling that we Indians have been
picked on by the rest of the world for
far too long, and that it is time we
stood up and made clear that We.
Have. Teeth.
Our anger is not directed only

ANIRBAN BORA

The Needle’s Eye

More than once in the past couple of
weeks, before he climbed into his
plane to fly off to more island nations, Narendra Modi was at his histrionic, chest-thumping best in
Parliament. His voice rose and fell as
he spoke, now in a shouted challenge
and then dropping to a whisper.
MPs, and a larger audience outside,
watched spellbound when Modi replied to the debate on the Motion of
Thanks to the President’s speech in
the Lok Sabha on February 27. Even
the desk-thumping Bharatiya
Janata Party benches remained silent for long stretches as Modi held
forth. He said his opponents expected him to shut down the previous
government’s flagship rural jobs
programme, the Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment
Generation scheme, but he was too
politically smart to do so. MNREGA
was living testament to 60 years of
Congress misrule, proof that India’s
poor still need to dig ditches to earn
their subsistence. It was pugilistic.
It was lung-powerful.
Modi repeated that performance a
few days later when he brandished
his patriotism after Mufti
Mohammad Sayeed embarrassed
his BJP partners by freeing a militant leader from prison. In my last
column I asked how long the BJP’s
pact with Mufti’s PDP could last, and
already Modi and Home Minister
Rajnath Singh have been forced to
say that they prize national security

against the filmmaker, but also
against a perceived Hindu-phobia
and orientalism. We seem not to realise that we are guilty of xenophobia and jingoism. Not too long ago we
respected orientalists, Western
scholars who spent most of their
lives studying Eastern cultures, languages, literature and religions.
Now that word has become a term of
abuse, and those studies are suspect
and/or reeking of bias. We have a vibrant press and excellent documentary makers. Why did nobody think
of interrogating the people involved
in, and interested in, the December
2012 crime? If a mirror had to be
held up to the failings in our society,
the misogyny and criminality that
lurk in so many dark corners, why
did we wait for an English woman to
hold it?
The simple answer is that we have
grown accustomed to flitting from
one sensation to another. We very
rarely look back and follow up and
ask what happened to the last scandalmonger, the last perpetrator, the
last sexual predator.
It is two years since the Justice J.S.
Verma commission released its
weighty report on sexual crimes and
proposed amendments to criminal
law. Within weeks, parliament enacted a major expansion of the definition of rape, the procedures to be
followed in investigations of complaints of sexual violence, and the
punishments for such crimes,

through amendments to both the
Criminal Procedure Code and the
Indian Penal Code. We see more
headlines on rapes, but not more investigations of the attitudes and social structures that spawn rape.
The National Crime Records
Bureau began collating rape statistics in 1971; it has murder data dating
back to 1953. The NCRB says 33,707
rapes were committed in 2013,
against 33,201 murders. That should
tell us something. It is true that India
is not by far reporting the world’s
worst ratio of rape cases, but some
of that could be because of gross under-reporting. In 2013, for example,
the NCRB recorded 118,866 cases of
“cruelty by husband or his relatives”, which was 38.4 per cent of the
total of 309,546 crimes against women nationwide. Cases of kidnapping
and abduction of women and girls
totalled 51,881, which was 80 per cent
of the national total for both sexes.
So by frothing at our mouths about
white-skinned snoops who dare to
expose our failings, and by imposing
bans on India’s Daughter on television and the web, we only confirm
our stupidity and primivitism.
Part of this stems from the perpetual-victim syndrome that I wrote
about recently. Part stems from the
menace that springs out when you
uncover a basketful of cobras. It is
time to put the lid back on.
Follow the author
@ChaitanyaKalbag on Twitter

